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Abstract: A Wireless sensor network of globally distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical or
environmental conditions such as temperature, noise, pressure etc. and to cooperatively pass their data through
the network to a main location. CASER protocol is used to increase the lifetime of the network. Energy
consumption and security are the two conflicting issues in WSN. To overcome this problem some parameters
are used Energy balance control using PSO (Particle swarm optimization) and lifetime optimization
TORA(Temporally ordered Routing Algorithm). For security Probabilistic random walking. The proposed
protocol can achieve a high message delivery ratio while prevent routing from polluting attacks.
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INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Network: Wireless sensor network
(WSN) refers to a group of spatially dispersed and
dedicated sensors for monitoring and recording the
physical conditions of the environment and organizing
the collected data at a central location. Routing is another
difficult task in wireless sensor network. A routing Fig. 1: Single-sink scenario
protocol was designed to ensure a high message delivery
ratio and also low energy consumption for message maximize the message delivery ratio under adversarial
delivery, but to balance the entire sensor network energy attacks. CASER protocol has two major advantages: (i) It
consumption and the sensor network lifetime to be ensures balance energy consumption of the entire sensor
extended. WSNs rely on wireless communications; its network so that the lifetime of the WSNs to be extended.
nature message can be broadcasts at medium. It’s more (ii) This routing protocol based on the multiple routing
vulnerable to security attacks than its wired counterpart requirements, messages can be delivered.
due to lack of a physical boundary. In wireless sensor In this protocol, cost-aware based routing strategies
domain, anybody which have the appropriate wireless can be applied to address the message delivery
receiver can monitor and intercept the sensor network requirements. A quantitative scheme to balance the
communications. The adversaries may use expensive energy consumption so that both the sensor network
radio transceivers, powerful workstations and interact lifetime and the total number of messages that can be
with the network from a distance and they are not delivered are maximized under the same energy
restricted to using sensor network hardware. Cost-Aware deployment to estimate the number of routing hops in
Secure routing (CASER) protocol for WSNs does not CASER under varying routing energy. PSO is a robust
relays on flooding. This protocol transmits the message stochastic optimization technique based on the movement
using two routing strategies, random walking and and swarms are intelligent. This optimization applies the
deterministic routing, in the same framework. The protocol concept of interaction to be problem solving balance
also  provides a   secure   message   delivery   option   to control and security requirements. Each particle keeps
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track of its coordinates in the solution space which are The sensor transmits the messages based on greedy
associated with the best solution (fitness) that has geographic routing strategy Lifetime is another area that
achieved so far by the particle. This value is called has been extensively studied in WSNs. In [4], a routing
personal best of pbest value. Another  best  value  was scheme was proposed to find the suboptimal path that
tracked by optimization. The best value obtained so far by can extend the lifetime of the WSNs instead of always
any particle in the neighborhood of the same particle. selecting the lowest energy path. In the proposed scheme,
That value can be the gbest value. The concept of PSO multiple routing paths is set ahead by a reactive protocol
lies in accelerating each particle toward its pbest and such as AODV (ADHOC ONDEMAND DISTANCE
gbest locates, with a randomly weighted acceleration at VECTOR) [10] and [11] is on demand or reactive routing
the time. The main objective of TORA is to limit control protocol. Reactive means it finds the route when data has
message propagation in the highly dynamic mobile to send. It can be used for uncast and multicast routing..
computing environment. Each node has to explicitly RREP transmission failure at an intermediate node results
initiate a query when it needs to send data to a particular in that node erasing the corresponding reverse path and
destination. retrying an alternate reverse path. If no such alternate

Network Simulation: Network simulators are typically message called the backtrack route reply (BRREP). The
used to simulate network communications in particular WSN nodes broadcast the packets requesting for Internet
scenarios or situations, without configuring real machines access through the SN nodes. The SN nodes receive the
on networks. Simulators can help with the development packets from the WSN nodes and in turn the SN nodes
and testing of a network application. There are two main broadcast the packet for providing Internet access to the
types of network simulators, packet-based and flow- WSN nodes. Every time when the SN nodes broadcast the
based.NS-2 stands for Network Simulator version 2which packets requesting for internet access, the energy of the
is a discrete event simulator for networking research. The SN nodes gets decreased to quantitatively measure
work at packet level provides substantial support to source-location information leakage for routing-based
simulate bunch of protocols like TCP, UDP, FTP, HTTP schemes in [1] source location disclosure index (SDI) and
and DSR. source-location space index(SSI). To the best of

Related Works: Routing is a challenging task in WSNs privacy from a cost-aware perspective. In this paper, for
due to the limited resources. Geographic routing has been the first time, we propose a secure and efficient Cost-
widely viewed as one of the most promising approaches Aware SEcure Routing (CASER) protocol that can
for WSNs. Geographic routing protocols utilize the address energy balance and routing security concurrently
geographic location information to route data packets in WSNs.
hop-by-hop from the source to the destination [2]. The
source chooses  the  immediate  neighboring  node to Proposed System: The network is evenly divided into
forward the message based on either the direction or the small grids. Each grid has a relative location based on the
distance [3]–[6]. The distance between the neighboring grid information. The node in each grid with the highest
nodes can be estimated or acquired by signal strengths or energy level is selected as the head node for message
using GPS equipments [7], [8]. The relative location forwarding. In addition, each node in the grid will maintain
information of neighbor nodes can be exchanged between its own attributes, including location information,
neighboring nodes demand. The route maintenance remaining energy level of its grid, as well as the attributes
monitors  an  established  connection  during a of its adjacent neighboring grids. The information
communication between nodes. In [9], DSR is able to maintained by each sensor node will be updated
operate on networks containing unidirectional links but it periodically. the sensor nodes in its direct neighboring
works optimal in a network with bidirectional links. In [5], grids are all within its direct communication range the
a geographic adaptive fidelity (GAF) routing scheme was whole network is fully connected through multi-hop
proposed for sensor networks equipped with low power communications. While maximizing message source
receivers. In GAF, the network can be divided into fixed location privacy and minimizing traffic jamming for
size grids. Only one node is selected from each gird as the communications between the source and the destination
active node, In mean while the others nodes will be sleep nodes, we can optimize the sensor network lifetime
for  a   period   used   to  save  energy  of  the  network. through    balanced   energy   consumption   throughout

path is available, the intermediate node transmits a new

knowledge, none of these schemes have considered
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Fig. 2: Temporally ordered routing protocol

the sensor network. In addition, through the maintained
energy levels of its adjacent neighboring grids, it can be
used to detect and filter out the compromised nodes for
active routing selection. The CASER protocol, node
maintains its relative location and the remaining energy
levels of its immediate adjacent neighboring grids.
Cluster-based WSNs allows for the great savings of
energy and bandwidth through aggregating data from
children nodes performing routing and transmits the
messages from children nodes. In a cluster-based
network, the cluster head themselves form a sub-network,
after that data can be reached to a cluster head, that data
can be routed to the base station only through such a
sub-network consisting of the cluster headers, this sub-
network to achieve secure routing for cluster based
network. Trust Manager motivates a node to choose
another route when its current route frequently fails to
deliver data to the appropriate base station. Though the
trust neighboring nodes of an attacker might have
correctly identified the adversary. 

Implementation
Neighbor Selection Process: For a node N, a neighbor
(neighboring node) of N is a node that is reachable from
N with one-hop wireless transmission. For a node N, the
trust level of a neighbor is a decimal number in [0, 1],
representing N’s opinion of that neighbor’s level of trust
node. Trust level of the neighbor is N’s estimation of the
probability that this neighbor correctly delivers data
received to the base station. That trust level is indicates
as T. During broadcasting, the energy of the gateway
node gets reduced. The cache table is present at every
node which is responsible for storing the energy value
and the mobility value of the SN nodes. Every time when
the WSN nodes broadcasts the packet, the value of the
energy and mobility of the SN nodes are updated
simultaneously. Hence the cache table gets updated at
every interval of time. 

TORA  Algorithm:  This  algorithm  is designed to
balance  the  overall  sensor  network  energy
consumption  in  all  grids  by  controlling  energy
spending from sensor nodes with low energy levels.
Through  the  EBC ,  energy  consumption  from the
sensor   nodes    with   relatively   lower   energy  levels
can  be regulated  and control by this scheme. An
effective way to prevent any major sections of the sensor
domain from completely running out of energy and it
becomes unavailable in the network. In this scheme, the
parameter  can be adjusted to achieve the expected
efficiency.

Simulation Results

Fig. 3: Running the file

Performance Evaluation: The TORA algorithm is
designed  to  balance  the  overall   sensor  network
energy consumption in all grids by controlling energy
spending from sensor nodes with low energy levels. In
this way, the lifetime of the sensor network extended
Through the EBC energy consumption from the sensor
nodes with relatively lower energy levels can be regulated
and controlled. Therefore, we can effectively prevent any
major sections of the sensor domain from completely
running out of energy and becoming unavailable. When
the malicious nodes increases. The result is captured in
Fig.7. TORA scheme, the parameter can be adjusted to
achieve the expected efficiency. As increases, better
energy balance can be achieved. Meanwhile, the average
number of routing hops may also increase. Accordingly,
the overall energy consumption may go up. In other
words, though the energy control can balance the
network energy levels, it may increase the number of
routing hops and the overall energy consumption slightly.
This is especially true when the sensor nodes have very
unbalanced energy levels. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Control of packets

The details of simulation parameters are as follows: In
an area of 50x50 ns2 sensor field, 75 sensor nodes are
located arbitrary. This protocol guarantees a higher
message delivery ratio until energy run away from the
available sensor node. Through this the delivery ratio
comes down to rise up the energy of the sensor node. In
figure 5 it has been confirm that the simulation of the
protocol.

End-End Delay

Fig. 4: Delay 

End to end delay which has the performance of
packet transforms. CONCLUSION

Number of dead nodes The proposed Protocol TORA is used to maximize the

Fig. 5: Number of dead nodes 1. Li, Y., J. Ren and J. Wu, “Quantitative measurement

The  above  graph  shows  the  transmission of wireless sensor networks,” IEEE Transactions on
packet with the bandwidth usage of the node in the Parallel and Distributed Systems, accepted, to
network appear.

Fig. 6: Control of packets

Bandwidth

Fig7.Bandwidth

sensor network lifetime and also introduce a cluster
formation and PSO algorithm implementation of the
network. TORA protocol increases the lifetime and the
number of messages that can be delivered under the non-
uniform energy deployment by more than four times. It
ensures balanced energy consumption of the entire
sensor network so that the lifetime of the WSN can be
maximized.
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